Second order, χ 2 nonlinear mixing of optical and terahertz (THz) radiation is enhanced by phase matching by the spatial distribution of THz standing waves in a slab waveguide. The interference pattern due to selectively excited waveguide modes is thus detected and modeled along a crystal slab waveguide.
INTRODUCTION
Mixing terahertz (THz) radiation with optical or near-infrared light in an optical nonlinear medium can result in so-called sidebands to the optical light shifted from the main line by exactly the THz frequency. Technological applications of this phenomenon are studied with respect to wavelength-division multiplexing in GaAs quantum wells [1, 2] and coupling THz information to optical carriers [3] [4] [5] [6] for detection or transmission. The latter approach requires very efficient conversion, for example with the use of resonant structures.
In general, the strength of a sum or difference frequency (SDF) sideband will depend on the phase-matching conditions of the process. In strong electro-optic crystals a short phasematched path is often enough for reasonably strong sidebands. However, if a material possesses a weaker χ 2 -value, the conversion process needs to be phase-matched over a longer distance for improved energy transfer to the sideband. We employ here a geometry that can achieve phase-matching lengths on the order of millimeters for the generation of THz sidebands [7] . The THz beam enters the nonlinear medium via a metallic grating. Inside the nonlinear medium, the THz field is described as standing waves determined by the grating and the normal modes of the material. The latter are modeled as TM modes of a slab dielectric waveguide. The spatial modulation of the THz wavefront can be used to achieve phasematched SDF-generation independent of the THz dielectric constant of the material. A reverse application of a similar process has recently been used to generate THz radiation from intracavity mixing in a mid-infrared quantum-cascade laser [8] .
Furthermore, we use the nonlinear sideband conversion to directly measure the spatial distribution of THz standing waves in a quartz slab waveguide, which act to satisfy phase matching under appropriate conditions. From a different viewpoint, the sideband generation can be seen as the inelastic scattering of optical radiation by waves in a medium in which the wave modulates the dielectric properties. Acousto-optics, the inelastic scattering of light from acoustic waves [9, 10] , are the foundation of many devices with important applications. Similarly, electro-optic modulation [11] , where phase or amplitude of a light wave are modulated by an applied DC to microwave field, finds application in light switching and microwave/light conversion. We explore the light scattering from an electro-optic medium into which THz waves are launched through a grating. As is the case for acoustic waves, the THz field spatially and temporally modulates the complex index of refraction. We correlate the strength of the inelastically scattered light, i.e., the generated sidebands, at the optical/THz difference frequencies directly to the THz wave distribution inside the quartz waveguide. Based on the known electro-optic coefficients of crystal quartz, the observations are shown to agree with models of the scattered difference frequency sidebands.
EXPERIMENT
The geometry of our experiment for mixing an optical 532 nm carrier and a tunable THz beam is shown in Fig. 1 . The nonlinear medium, in this case a quartz crystal slab, is placed on top of a metal grating of period d. The optical and THz beams with electric fields E 0 and E THz , respectively, enter the medium from two perpendicular directions. The THz beam is focused onto the grating from below. Thus, the wavefront of the THz beam is periodically spatially modulated as it passes through the metal grating. The grating is in close contact with the quartz crystal. Simultaneously, the visible light beam, propagating parallel to the grating wavevector, passes through the crystal at a height Δz above the grating surface. The periodicity of the grating is chosen such that the resulting nonlinear polarization is phase-matched for difference frequency generation (DFG). The strength of the DFG signal (electric field E − ) is recorded for different Δz providing a measure of the propagation of the THz field modulation along the crystal.
The THz radiation is focused onto the metal grating surface from below using an off-axis paraboloid. The resulting spot size is about 2 mm, identical to the width of the grating.
The high power THz radiation is provided by the UCSB Free Electron Laser. The THz output is pulsed with about 1 μs duration with an average power in the range from 100 W − 1 kW depending on frequency. The whole THz range from 0.24 THz to 3.6 THz (8 to 120 cm −1 ) can be covered. For shaping the visible radiation, cylindrical lenses are used to create an elliptical beam 1 mm wide in the grating plane and 50 μm tall in z direction. The vertical extension is smaller than the THz wavelength and confines the nonlinear process into the x-z plane. The 1 mm wide elliptical cross section of the optical beam reduces area power density in the focus but provides significant overlap with the THz spot. The visible carrier radiation is provided at 532 nm by either a 100 mW cw diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser or a flash lamp pumped YAG laser (1 mJ, 10 ns pulses). For the DPSS laser, the sideband is detected with a photomultiplier in the gated photon counting mode. With the YAG laser, photomultiplier current is measured and recorded by time-resolved averaging with an oscilloscope.
The electric field vectors of the THz and visible radiation are set perpendicular to one another (Fig. 1) , the THz polarization E THz along the grating wavevector, and the optical carrier polarization E 0 along a grating line. Moreover, the optic axis of the quartz crystal sitting on top of the grating is oriented parallel to the z direction of Fig. 1 . The detected difference-frequency electric field E − lies along the z axis perpendicular to the two exciting field vectors. This essentially mimics the difference (and sum) frequency generation in a chiral geometry as described by Giordmaine [12] . It requires a nonvanishing second-order nonlinear susceptibility element of the form χ 2 xyz . In quartz, a χ 2 xyz on the order of 4.5 × 10 −13 m=V is expected [13] .
In the following, λ 0 2πn 0 =k 0 , λ − 2πn − =k − , and λ g 2π=k g d are the wavelengths of the incident optical field, the difference frequency field, and the grating modulation with wavevectors k 0 , k − , and k g . For both the exciting and the difference frequency visible beam, the corresponding wavevectors depend on their frequency dependent refractive indices n 0 and n − . In the case of the THz field, the wavelength is solely determined by the grating and independent of the slab waveguide material. For ⃗ k 0 parallel to ⃗ k g , phase-matching of the wavevectors as shown in the inset of Fig. 1 requires
Because of the choice n − > n 0 , k − is still larger than k 0 . The radiated sideband power is calculated by summing up the electric fields of oscillating dipoles in the regions not shaded by the grating with the polarization given by χ 2 and the exciting electric fields E − and E THz . Both the visible and THz electric fields are assumed Gaussian perpendicular to their propagation directions. The resulting difference frequency electric field leads to a radiated sideband power of the form
where P T and P 0 are the THz and optical excitation powers, respectively, n T is the THz index of refraction in the material, and x 0 is the phase-matching length achieved with the grating. The phase-matching requirement appears in the exponential term. A maximum DFG signal is expected in the close vicinity of the grating. The DFG signal is resolved with a high resolution spectrometer: a Spex 1307 double monochromator with two 1600 grooves=mm reflection gratings. Both sideband and unwanted incident radiation can enter the spectrometer slit. The latter generates undesired background. We take advantage of the selection rules: The sideband radiation is polarized perpendicular to the polarization of the incident radiation, and we use a pair of Glan-laser polarizers to suppress the incident radiation.
The same approach also works for sum frequency generation. Moreover, by rotating the grating, the phase-matching of the nonlinear process can be tuned to a range of THz wavelengths for a fixed grating period [7] .
DFG FROM THz WAVEGUIDE MODES
In the geometry described in the last section, the THz wave passes through the grating acquiring a periodic modulation across its wavefront. Very close to the grating the electric field with polarization in the x direction [ Fig. 2(a) ] is expected to mimic the grating in the form of a shifted square-wave, shown in Fig. 2(b) . In the quasi-static limit, λ THz;quartz ≫ λ G , the spatial modulation of the THz field will decay rapidly with separation, z, from the grating; it only persists in the "near field." For very short THz wavelengths, λ THz;quartz ≪ λ G , the grating will "shadow" the radiation and spatial modulation will persist at large separation from the grating. Since the grating periods are chosen to satisfy phase matching for certain THz sidebands, strong DFG will occur only near the grating for the near field, quasi static limit, but throughout the slab in the "shadowed" limit.
In the experiments described here, neither is satisfied; conditions are intermediate between these limits and the strength of the DFG is determined by how effectively the spatial modulation introduced by the grating is carried away from the grating by various allowed slab waveguide modes. The strength of the DFG is dictated by how faithfully the interference pattern produced by the allowed propagating slab waveguide modes reproduces the grating modulation at a certain height above the grating.
Furthermore, the propagating modes will be reflected at the end of the quartz crystal and interfere with the modes that emanate from the grating. Thus, the intensity of the THz induced sideband is determined by the spatial distribution of these interfering, counterpropagating, standing waveguide modes at a given height.
In the following, experimental results are shown for three specific cases that expose the DFG from THz standing waves in the slab waveguide. The three cases are characterized by the number of slab waveguide, counterpropagating, standing wave modes that are excited: λ THz < d, λ THz ∼ d and λ THz > d, where d is the grating period. Respectively, they correspond to many, a small number and very few modes. Accessing these different regimes becomes possible by aligning the optic axis of the 0.5 mm (in x direction) thick quartz crystal in parallel with the z axis. The exciting visible laser is polarized along the y direction while propagating in the x direction. The index n 0 in Eq. (1) therefore corresponds to the ordinary refractive index of quartz [14] . At the same time, the outgoing difference frequency is polarized along the z direction, and therefore n − corresponds to the extraordinary refractive index of the quartz crystal. Since the extraordinary index of quartz is the larger one, an increase in THz frequency effectively reduces the difference between the two visible terms in Eq. (1) and therefore requires a larger grating to achieve phase matching. This allows us to explore the three above mentioned limits in the DFG process.
λ THz ∼ d:
The THz radiation at 50 cm −1 (1.5 THz, λ THz;quartz 93 μm) is spatially modulated with a 103 μm grating. The lower part of Fig. 3 shows the measured DFG signal as the laser pierces the crystal at different heights. Quite surprisingly, the DFG signal shows fast oscillations superposed on a slower envelope oscillation. The signal shows no maximum close to the grating. The first maximum occurs at a height of about 55 μm. For these parameters, the crystal supports 10 traveling waveguide modes. Modes 1 through 5 will be partially reflected at the top, while modes 6 through 10 are expected to be totally internally reflected.
2. λ THz < d: The THz radiation at 84 cm −1 (2.52 THz, λ THz;quartz 55 μm) is spatially modulated by a 233 μm grating. A height scan of the DFG signal for these parameters is shown in Fig. 4 . There is a pronounced peak close to the grating and the signal generally decreases over the total 2 mm length of the slab. Again, high frequency oscillations are visible but much less pronounced. At 2.5 THz the crystal supports 16 traveling waveguide modes. 
DISCUSSION
The key to modeling the results of Section 3 is the Fourier decomposition of the grating-induced, spatial modulation of the THz wavefront into the propagating modes of the slab waveguide. The strength of the excitation of each waveguide mode is determined by its Fourier coefficient in the square profile. Since the THz spot size exceeds the 0.5 mm width of the slab we assume the grating is uniformly illuminated by the THz radiation.
We ignore the small difference in ordinary and extraordinary THz indices of refraction; the quartz crystal is treated as a homogeneous medium for the THz field. Within the crystal, the propagating TM modes [15] are simply written as sine and cosine functions that are zero at the edges of the crystal ignoring the exponential tail outside the waveguide, M j cosjπx=w expik z;j z j odd (3)
M j sinjπx=w expik z;j z j even; (4) where w refers to the width of the waveguide in x direction and k z;j is the propagation wavevector of each corresponding dielectric slab waveguide mode along the z-direction. Figure 2 (b) gives an example how these modes with appropriate Fourier coefficients rebuild the grating modulation. The calculation was done for a 0.5 mm thick quartz crystal on a 103 μm grating excited at about 1.5 THz. In this case, there is a total number of 10 (j 1-10) propagating modes. While many more modes than the 10 propagating ones are needed to fully recover the square excitation, only the propagating modes need be considered for the THz pattern formation in the crystal. The asymmetry of the combined profile in Fig. 2(b) stems from the fact that the crystal was shifted by 15 μm from the center of the grating. This avoids the experimentally unlikely limit of exciting only even or odd modes. This shift has no significant influence on the simulation results presented below and their comparison with experiment.
Once the propagating modes and their excitation strength have been determined, they are propagated along the z direction to the upper boundary of the quartz crystal. With increasing j, the x component of the total wavevector ⃗ k j increases [Eq. (3), Fig. 2(a) ]. Thus the corresponding modes will propagate upwards at increasing angles with respect to the z axis. For some j this angle will be so large that this and all higher modes will be totally internally reflected at the top of the quartz crystal. The waves with smaller j will only be partially reflected. All reflected waves will interfere with the waves emanating from the grating. We ignore the second reflection from the grating surface. A posteriori agreement between model and experiment validates this assumption.
From the electric field pattern produced by the traveling waveguide modes, the height dependence of the DFG signal can be calculated:
In the following, the above outlined model is applied to the three experimental scenarios outlined in Section 3.
1. λ THz ∼ d: An analysis of the Fourier coefficients of the 10 propagating modes for the 103 μm grating shows that modes 9 and 10 dominate. This stems from the fact that both modes have lateral x periods very close to the grating period. We expect the DFG signal should be dominated by the interference of these two modes with slightly different phase velocities along the z axis. This appears as a slow envelope superposed on the rapid oscillations in the lower part of Fig. 3 . The fast oscillation stems from the interference of the up and downward traveling modes. Since modes with j > 5 undergo total internal reflection at the top surface of the crystal, the interference can be fully destructive and completely eliminate any DFG signal. Overall, the comparison between the model and the experiment in Fig. 3 is quite good.
The theoretical DFG signal curve was calculated from the THz field pattern shown at the top of Fig. 3 . The correspondence between the modulation of the electric field and the strength of the DFG signal at different heights is quite evident [16] . It will be seen later that this pattern can be quite helpful in understanding the generated nonlinear signals.
2. λ THz < d: At 2.5 THz, although the slab supports 16 traveling waveguide modes, the Fourier decomposition of the 233 μm grating is dominated by modes j 4, 5. The closer the period of the mode is to the grating period the stronger its Fourier coefficient. However, these lower order modes are only partially reflected at the top of the crystal. Thus the high frequency oscillation from interfering up and downward traveling modes persist (Fig. 4) but with strongly diminished amplitude. And the envelope shape of the DFG signal is dominated by the phase mismatch between the modes j 4 and j 5. Actually, the maximum signal is expected to recover with a period of about 10 mm (at which point modes j 4 and j 5 are in phase again). Model and experiment agree well overall.
3. λ THz > d: There are only four propagating modes in the quartz waveguide and all have horizontal modulations quite different from the grating period. Thus, it is expected that there should be no phase-matched DFG signal at finite heights of the crystal. When the experiment is performed with the DPSS laser used for the previous two cases no signal is detected. However, with the YAG laser, 4 orders of magnitude more optical radiation produces the DFG shown in Fig. 5 . The theoretical curve calculated from the four propagating waveguide modes again reproduces the experimental data.
The interference between upward and downward traveling modes leads for some frequency/grating combinations to a very strong dependence of the sideband signal on the exact distance at which the visible light traverses the crystal. While these oscillations in height are highly reproducible, they can be avoided by either applying an antireflection coating at the end of the waveguide or cutting the end of the waveguide at an angle that suppresses the total internal reflection of strong modes. We conclude the discussion by applying the model to a situation where there is no grating. 84 cm −1 radiation is focused into the quartz.
Experimental results with the DPSS laser are shown in Fig. 6 . A DFG signal comparable in strength to the maximum signal observed with the phase-matched 233 μm grating (Fig. 4) is found at crystal heights between 1 and 1.5 mm without introducing phase matching elements. An examination of the THz field distribution produced by the propagating modes, shown in the top part of Fig. 6 , reveals that between 1 and 1.5 mm height most of the total THz power is focused into a width of roughly 100 μm. This length scale is similar to the effective phase-matching length of a half-period of the 233 μm grating. The total THz power is focused into one phase-matched period. Thus here the waveguide actually acts as a lens and our model correctly produces the spot size and the focal length. Conversely this opens the possibility to use the model to predict size and length of a waveguide to produce a desired wavefront pattern at the end of the waveguide.
CONCLUSION
Efficient difference frequency generation between a visible and a THz electric field in a chiral geometry is achieved by spatially modulating the THz beam with a grating. The propagation of the modulated THz wavefront inside a quartz crystal is monitored with the nonlinear signal. It is shown that the modulation can be carried through the crystal by waveguide modes with lateral period close to the grating. The DFG signal and thereby the THz field distribution inside the waveguide is then determined by interference between waveguide modes and their reflections (fast oscillations) and the interference among different excited modes due to different phase velocities. A model based on sine and cosine like waveguide modes gives good agreement with experimental results and overall has predictive power. 
